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Abstract
This paper discusses the suitability of the Design of Experiments (DOE)
methodology for storage performance tuning. The DOE estimates the main and
interaction effects of three major storage factors viz, Cache Partition Size
(CPS),LUN Strip Size (LSS) and Cache Segment Size (CSS) settings of an
enterprise level storage system on the overall storage performance. Other factors
influencing performance are kept constant throughout the experiment to minimize
experiment duration and complexity. DOE has provided key ideas for effectively
analyzing the relationship of storage factors in storage performance tuning.
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Introduction
The Storage System is a key component in Storage Area Networks (SAN) [BARK2001].
Applications, Servers, Host Bus Adapters (HBA), SAN Switches and Storage Systems
are the other essential components in a SAN. These components individually and
collectively contribute to overall SAN performance. Performance bottlenecks can be
studied at each component level or at an overall SAN level depending on the need. For
this paper we have studied the SANs performance at the storage system level with
other components kept constant. Within the storage system, there are several factors
affecting performance. The objective of this experiment is to understand the relationship
among three factors viz: CPS, CSS and LSS with regard to how they affect performance
individually and through interaction. DOE is a powerful statistical methodology, often
applied to manufacturing, agriculture, psychology and clinical medicine to study and
model processes. This technique has not been widely used in the area of computer
performance testing [MART1981]. To the best of our knowledge in the research literature
on DOE methodology, it has not been adopted for performance testing in the storage
domain. The application of DOE methodology has potential use in performance testing
and tuning of a SAN. Performance testing and tuning efforts are intensive and block
expensive resources for long durations. Using DOE we can reduce experimental runs,
and the resultant model can be used to select optimal values for performance tuning.
The objective of this experiment is to study the suitability of DOE methods for SAN
performance testing also. The white paper discusses:
• An overview of SAN and storage system performance
• Design of experiments
• Details of experimental work
• Interpretation of the experimental results
• Conclusions and future work

SAN and Storage System Performance
The purpose of Storage Area Networks is to interconnect various components involved
in data exchange between the user (application) and the provider (storage system). In
this experience, we have attempted to study how to optimize the storage system’s
performance by tuning the CPS, LSS and CSS for a given application profile. At the
outset, we present terms which are used in document:
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Cache Partition Size (CPS): The storage system employed provides a feature which
enables the administrator to reserve a part of available cache exclusively for an
application. This exclusive cache is called a cache partition. An exclusive cache
partition will increase cache hits and thus improve performance.
Cache Segment Size (CSS): The Cache Segment Size is the unit page of the
cache memory configured at the storage cache level. When configured in conjunction
with the application block size, CSS can reduce the fragmentation of the available
cache for the application and hence improve the over all throughput.
LUN Stripe Size (LSS): LUN (Logical UNit) is the organization of physical devices
into logical units.
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LUNs are used by hosts to access the logical device. "LSS is the amount of data
written on a disk before the successive data is written to the next disk, while striping
data" [HUSE2003]. Again when configured in conjunction with application block
size, LSS reduces the number of disk reads / writes to complete the I/O cycle thus
improving performance.
Application Profile: Typically, performance testing would be carried out using work
load generators that simulate the target application profile. For the current experiment
we have chosen an OLTP (OnLine Transaction Processing) application profile
[SHEK1990] which is characterized as short random IOs from multiple concurrent
users. In this experience we have kept the application profile the same as given in
Table 1. We have used IOmeter [INTE1998] for simulating and measuring the raw
performance of the data storage system. Using IOmeter, a user can easily simulate
realistic workloads and produce detailed profiling data for the storage system.

Figure 1. Experimental Setup

Figure 1 provides a high level data flow through
various components of SAN. Performance of
the SAN is quantified by how much data it can
provide to an application in MBPS (Mega Bytes
per Second), how many concurrent data
requests it can handle in IOPS (Input Output
Per Second) and how fast it can process the
requests i.e. latency in seconds. Each of the
components of a SAN setup is shown in
Figure 1(Page no 4) and contributes to the overall
performance of the SAN. Apart from the above,
technologies employed in each component like
protocols [CLAR2001], RAID [CHEN1996],
Disks [LEE1993], Cache [ARI2004], etc.
determine the overall performance of the
individual component. The overall performance
of the SAN would be equal to the weakest link
in Figure 1. It is essential to study the
performance capabilities of each component
and develop methods to optimize it for maximum
performance.
The remainder of the components are kept
constant to keep the experiment simple.

An Overview of Design of Experiments
Design of Experiments (DOE) [MONT1992] [ANTOI1998] is a structured method for
conducting experiments and analyzing the results. This method was first developed in
the 1920s and 1930s, by Sir Ronald A. Fisher [SIRR1920], the renowned mathematician
and geneticist. There have also been many other contributors [ASQ1993] to the DOE
theory viz, George Box, Dorian Shainan and Genichi Taguchi and others. DOE is also
called statistical experimental design; it is a tool for determining the main and interaction
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effects of different factors affecting process quality and for calculating optimal setting
for controllable factors. In order to understand the main and interaction effects very
clearly, let us consider a real life example. We know attitude and aptitude individually
affects the rate of success of a person. Experimenters, who are studying how aptitude
and attitude influence behaviour, should look to not only how attitude and aptitude
determine the success of individual but how they interact with each other. This will give
complete information to enable the experimenter to predict the optimal level for a
guaranteed success rate. Generally resources are limited for experimentation, so it is
very important to obtain the most information from each experiment we perform.
A system's or process's performance depends on a certain set of factors. These factors
could be set at a different "Level" which alters the performance. To find optimal levels for
each factor, experiments should be carried out by changing one factor at a time keeping
the rest constant: this is also called a full factorial design. For example, in an experiment
with 5 factors each with 2 levels 32 experimental runs would be required to gather data
to find the optimal level for each factor. When factors and their levels increase or the
duration of each experimental run is long or the cost of conducting each experimental
run is high, the experimenter is forced to select fewer runs. This approach is called
fractional factorial design. DOE provides suitable methods to select fewer runs such as
Plackett Burman [PLAC1946], Box-Behenken [BOX1960], Taguchi designs [TAGU2004],
etc. Fractional factorial designs can also be used to screen the vital few factors among
all factors and hence are sometimes called screening designs. Well-designed
experiments can produce significantly more information and often require fewer runs
than fortuitous experiments. Thus, DOE provides an efficient means for determining the
"Levels" of the "Factors" that would result in optimal performance of a process or system
with fewer experiments. Experimental designs with many factors and with 2 levels are
very common. They provide information of all main effects and first order interaction
effects. But it is uncommon to find factors with 3 and 4 levels. In this case, one needs
to study 2nd order and 3rd order interactions also. Any thing above 3rd order interaction
is very complex and not worth studying for commercial experiments.
DOE uses General Linear Model (GLM) [DOBS1990] to analyze the results when factor
levels are more than two. GLM is an advanced methodology for studying the correlation
between multiple predictors (x) or factors influencing one or more outputs (y). GLM is
an extension of multivariate regression. Multivariate regression can analyze the correlation
between multiple factors and one output. For this it assumes several things about the
base data, like normality, randomness and continuous data. GLM not only eliminates
the need for these assumptions, but can also analyze the correlations between multiple
factors influencing more than one output.
The mathematical model for GLM is given by:
Y = XB + E
where:
Y = matrix of n x m order
X = design matrix
B = matrix of coefficients
E = matrix of error terms.
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Other Key Features of DOE are:






Replication - where the experimenter takes multiple readings for the same experimental
run at different times to reduce pure error
Randomization - where the user runs the experimental trails in a random order to
avoid the influence of previous runs
Blocking - where the experimenter conducts the experiment in different blocks to
reduce the systematic error due to time, environment, etc.

Minitab [MINI1972], a commercial statistical analysis tool was used in this work to
design the experiment and the effect and interaction analysis among the factors. Minitab
is one piece of software most often used in Six Sigma projects, a comprehensive, datadriven approach to defining and solving business problems and the quality improvement
methodology.

Advantages of DOE in Storage Performance Analysis
As discussed above, SAN performance depends on various factors. Better performance
is achieved in SAN by tuning its individual components. Optimal values for each tunable
factor should be obtained by conducting several experimental runs and analyzing the
main effect and interaction effect of the factors. By its very nature, performance testing
takes a long time and blocks valuable resources. In this context, DOE methodology
can be used effectively in designing the performance testing experiments and analyzing
the results. The data generated by the experiment can be used to build a mathematical
model that can be used to predict the performance given the factor setting. These
models would be handy for system administrators to modify the SAN settings to
maximize performance.
There are many advantages [DOET1989] for using DOE to conduct performance analysis:

Generate optimal number of experimental runs

Study the behavior of a SAN performance over a wide range of operating
conditions

Minimize the effect of variation in testing conditions through replication,
randomization and blocking

Help us determine the important factors that need to be controlled through
screening in an experiment where there are too many factors

Help us measure interactions, which are much more important.
In this work, we used a DOE method to arrive at the optimal settings for three storage
system parameters, namely: CPS, LSS and CSS to maximize the performance for a
given application profile.
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Experimental Work
Figure 1 depicts the experimental SAN with a Server [FABB1998], Host Bus Adapter
(HBA) [BARRY2000], Fibre Channel (FC) switch [MENG1994] and mid range storage
system.

Experimental SAN Setup
The description of storage server, HBA and storage system is shown in Table 2 and 3
respectively.
Table 1. Shows the description of experimental
application profile

Table 2. Shows the details of the
Storage Server, HBA and SAN Switch

Application factors
Application Block Size
Read and Write Ratio
Application Type
Percent of Random
Percent of Access
No of Outstanding I/Os
Burstiness
Run Time
Ramp Up Time

Specifications
8 KB
60 and 40 %
Random
100 %
100 %
500
0
3 Minutes
60 Seconds

Server
Operating System
No of Processor
Type of Processor
Processor Speed
RAM
HBA

MS Windows Server
Standard Edition
1
Intel Xeon
3.0 GHz
2 GB

Table 3. Shows the description
of the Storage System
Storage

Speed
Queue depth used
Frame
SAN Switch

4Gbit/s
32
2048

Speed
No of ports supported
No of ports used

4Gbit/s
16
2

Disk Drive Interface
Controller
Disk Drive Speed
RAID Level
No of Disks/ Topology
used
Disk Drive Total Capacity
LUN size used
Cache Memory
Max/Min Cache partition
in MB
No of port used

Fibre Channel(FC)
Dual
15000 RPM
RAID-5
11D+1P/ loop
730.5GB
10GB
2 GB
1360/100
1

We created a LUN of size 10GB in the storage subsystem to reduce the time preparing
and configuring the disk. An OLTP application load was simulated using an IOmeter. A
random application load, as per Table 1, was generated also by using the IOmeter tool.
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Factors and Levels
As briefed earlier in section 2, CPS, LSS and CSS were the factors we selected to tune
the storage system Table 4 summarizes the factors and the levels.
Table 4. Initial Factors and Levels
CPS (MB)

LSS(KB)

CSS(KB)

100
600
1360

64
256
512

8
16
64

Experimental Runs
As the number of factors and levels were low, we decided to use a full-factorial design to
get the entire main and interaction effects of the factors. We took 3 replicates, i.e. three
measurements for each unique run to reduce the pure error in the experiment. These
runs were randomized to reduce the influence on the system state due to a previous
run. As well, we decided to conduct the experiment in single block as the experimental
duration was small. The initial design provided by Minitab [MINI1989] with single block
and three replicates gave us 81 test runs. But we found out that certain combinations of
CSS with 8kb size is infeasible for testing with 512 kb of LSS.
Table 5. Corrected Factors and Levels
CPS (MB)
100
600
1360

LSS(KB)
64
256
512

CSS(KB)
16
64
-

Owing to this condition, we later removed the 8 KB level of the CSS as shown in
Table 5. Finally Minitab generated 54 test runs for the experiment as shown in Table 6.

Measuring the Throughput
The storage system was configured for each experimental run setting the CPS, LSS
and CSS as required. The IOs which simulated OLTP application was pumped using
the IOmeter tool for a duration of 60 seconds for ramp up and three minutes to collect
the throughput readings. The results are tabulated in Table 6.
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Table 6. Shows the final experimental runs designed
using Minitab and the throughput recordings
Trail
no
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
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CPS
in
MB
600
100
600
100
100
600
600
600
1360
600
100
100
1360
100
600
100
1360
100
100
1360
1360
1360
100
1360
600
1360
100
100
600
600
600
1360
1360
600
1360
100
1360
1360
600
100
1360
100
1360
600
600
100
1360
600
600
600
1360
1360
100
100
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LSS
in
KB
64
64
256
256
64
512
256
64
256
64
64
512
512
64
256
256
256
256
64
512
64
512
256
512
512
64
512
256
256
256
512
64
512
64
64
64
256
64
256
512
256
512
256
512
64
512
512
512
64
512
64
256
512
256

CSS
in
KB
64
64
64
16
64
16
64
64
64
16
16
64
64
16
64
16
16
16
64
16
64
16
64
64
64
16
64
64
16
16
64
16
64
16
16
16
64
64
16
16
64
64
16
16
16
16
16
16
64
64
64
16
16
64

Throughput
in MBPS
15.28
14.79
16.65
16.57
14.28
18.6
17.15
14.66
18.08
18.11
16.39
14.69
18.24
15.57
18.05
17.53
21.37
16.58
14.5
21.34
17.52
21.37
15.8
18.7
17.2
20.28
15.46
15.35
18.31
18.99
15.44
20.28
18.88
18.32
20.37
15.5
18.5
17.45
19.73
16.29
18.78
15.47
21.39
19.52
17.94
17.06
21.36
19.52
15.83
17.29
17.26
21.43
17.01
15.33

Fit Value
15.25
14.52
17.28
16.89
14.52
19.21
17.28
15.25
18.45
18.12
15.82
15.20
18.6
15.82
17.28
16.89
21.39
16.89
14.52
21.35
17.41
21.35
15.49
18.60
16.64
20.31
15.20
15.49
19.01
19.01
16.64
20.31
18.60
18.12
20.31
15.82
18.45
17.41
19.01
16.78
18.45
15.20
21.39
19.21
18.12
16.78
21.35
19.21
15.25
16.64
17.41
21.39
16.78
15.49
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Interpretation of Experimental Results
Analysis of Data
The first step in analysis is to test the response data. For normality, distribution, run
order and residual versus fitted value. The following graphs describe the data.

Figure 2. Normality test for the data
The normal probability plot in Figure 2 shows an approximately linear pattern consistent
with normal distribution. The model does appear to be suitable for analysis and has
adequate predictive ability. The purpose of any histogram is to evaluate shape and
central tendency of data and to assess whether the data follows the normal distribution.
Figure 3 shows the histogram of the data and bars represent the number of observations
falling within consecutive intervals or bins. Each bar represents many observations; a
histogram is most useful when we have a large amount of data for the examination
(usually more than 50). It is evident from Figure 3 that histogram follows normal distribution
and appears to be suitable for the analysis and has adequate predictive ability.

Figure 3. Histogram of the data
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The plot of residuals versus the observation order shown in Figure 4, is to check for any
time trends or other non-random patterns in the observed data. It indicates that the
model fits the data well.

Figure 4. Run order graph for data

The plot of residuals versus the fitted values shown in Figure 5 depict that the residuals
get smaller (closer to the reference line) as the fitted values increase, which may indicate
the residuals have no constant variance.

Figure 5. Shows the residual versus fitted value
for the data
It indicates that the model fits the data well. The above graphs shown in Figure 2, 3, 4
and 5 suggest that the data is normal, free from skews and no known time dependencies.
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Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)
Minitab tool automatically calculates a variance analysis and provides F values (fixation
indices) and P values (probability indices) for each factor and interaction term. Table 7
lists the ANOVA [LIND1974] calculations obtained for the experiment.

S = 0.476251
R-Sq = 96.40%
R-Sq (adj) = 94.70%
Table 7. ANOVA Calculations
Careful analysis of the Table 7 reveals that all three factors from the main effects are
significant (p value of 0.000) and that the interaction effect of CPS*CSS is significant.
The remainder of the interactions are not significant. Table 8 gives the coefficients for
different factors and interactions. The information provided in Table 8 reiterates the fact
that all main effects are significant and first order interaction of CSS and CPS is significant
at 100 and 16. The rest of the first order and second order interactions are not significant.
The R2 and adjusted R2 values of 96.4% and 94.7 % shows a good model fit.

The second column in the table gives the B matrix of the
equation Y= XB + E
Using the above equation, one can calculate or predict the
Yi for factor setting of CPSi, LSSi and CSSi. Minitab
automatically calculates the Y for each run using the above
formula and provides that as Fits. Fits are given in Table 6.
One can observe that the fits are well with in 5% deviation
from the observed values except for outliers.

Table 8. Main and Interaction coefficients of CPS,
LSS and CSS
© 2008 Wipro Technologies
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Main Effect of Storage Factors on Throughput (Y)
The Figure 6 shows the main effect plot of CPS, LSS and CSS on the throughput of the
storage system.
Effect of CPS on Throughput
Figure 6 also shows that throughput is directly proportional to the CPS. This is because
the application has enough additional cache to overcome the cache misses [ANAN1989]
and context switching [EDW2001] during the execution that causes the throughput to
linearly increase with the increase in CPS. Figure 6 clearly shows that CPS has significant
effect on the throughput of the system. But a cache size limitation is inevitable due to
economic and system capability constraints.
Effect of CSS on Throughput
The storage system provides the facility to configure the cache segment size suitable
to application block size or LSS to improve the cache utilization and hence the throughput.
It is best practice to choose small CSS for small IO random application and large CSS
for large IO application such as streaming video. Figure 6, shows that CSS has significant
effect on the throughput of the system at smaller values because the application profile
chosen for this experiment was a random IO profile with 8kb application block size. As
shown in Figure 6, the throughput drops drastically are larger at CSS (64kb) and gives
higher performance when configured at 16kb.
Configuring CSS at 8kb for this application profile could have
increased the performance further. But this could not be
validated in the experiment as 8kb CSS and 512kb LSS
combinations were not feasible.
Effect of LSS on Throughput
LUN strip size individually does not play a significant role in
this experiment. Figure 6 clearly shows that the effect of
LUN stripe size above 256kb does not have much effect on
the throughput when the application profile is kept constant.

Figure 6. Main effects plot of CPS (MB), LSS (kb)
and CSS (kb) given in X-axis on the Throughput
(MBPS) on Y-axis.
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Interaction effect of the Storage Factors on Throughput (Y)
As discussed in the introduction, not only do the factors individually affect the output of
an experiment, but their interaction will also affect the output.
Thus, it is always important to understand the interaction effects
of the factors. Figure 7 shows the interaction effects of CPS, LSS
and CPS. In the graphs, the delta in the slope of the curves shows
the interaction. While some interaction effect can be seen between
CPS and CSS (right upper corner and left lower corner), there is
no or very little interaction between CPS-LSS and CSS-LSS as
shown in Figure 7. The P- value of interaction effects given in
Table 8 reiterates this. Throughput is reduced with lower CPS and
the drop is more profound when CSS is set at high value (64K).
P values for CPS and CSS interaction is high at CPS 600 as
shown in Table 8.
We conducted “best subset” regression analysis [HOCK1976] to
compare the findings of the above experiment. Best subset
regression analysis indicates how much each variable accounted
for the variation in output. Table 9 shows the best subsets
regression which identifies the right set of predictors that should
be controlled to achieve the desired results.
Figure 7. Interaction effect plot of the CPS (MB),
LSS (KB) and CSS (KB) given in X-axis on the
Throughput (MBPS) on Y-axis.

It is evident from Table 9 that CPS and CSS together are the best
subset (small number of predictors with low mallow C-p and
R2 adj value explaining 85.9% of the model). Adding LSS as an
additional predictor would further improve the model, but marginally.
The above finding, matches with DOE interaction analysis which
indicated a very low level interaction of LSS with other factors.
The main effect of LSS is not as strong as the other factors (LSS
vs. throughput graph).

Table 9. Best subset of the regression model
Response is Y

Conclusions and Future Work
This work gives substantial insight of how DOE can be used effectively in SAN performance testing at a storage system level which can be extended to different levels. This
work has demonstrated key idea of using DOE for analyzing the storage factors relationship very effectively. In this experiment we found all three storage factors viz, CPS,
LSS and CSS individually play an important role on the storage throughput. We found
some interaction between CPS and CSS, but no or little interaction between LSS with
CPS or CSS. The optimal values for CPS, LSS and CSS for a random IO application
profile are found to be 1360MB, 256KB and 16KB respectively. Our future interests are
rooted in conducting the SAN performance analysis involving more factors at different
component levels. We are also investigating various techniques for performance modeling of the SAN.
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